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ABSTRACT

The main objective of this project is to design and implement of a Portable Dragon Fruit Sorter which will focus more on sensor and automation design. The controller used for this Portable Dragon Fruit Sorter is Programmable Logic Controller (PLC). The function of this system is to detect the Dragon fruit grades using suitable sensor for high system performance. Then, the system should automatically sort the dragon fruits according to the grades. The output signal from sensor is transmitted to PLC. PLC will control the sorting station which will use electro-pneumatic as actuators.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

Nowadays usage of human power in agriculture sector are critically and widely use. Usually high technology system applies only by big company. Industrial automation increasingly important in the sorting process because computerized or machines are capable of handling repetitive task quickly and effectively. Thus machines are also capable to sorting fruit according to the grades without mistakes. In this project, simple automation system which comprises of automation machine and programmable logic controller (PLC) are designed to be applying in a small agriculture industry.

1.2 Project Overview

This project is to design hardware of Portable Dragon Fruit Sorter which will focus on sensor and automation design. The mainly part of this project is the integration of Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) as main control system with electro-pneumatic system. KEYENCE’s PLC will be used to control the sequences of the system. This project divided into two major sections. First is mechanical part and another one is electrical. The mechanical part are including mechanical drawing of the system, welding and fabricating process while the electrical part consist of electrical wiring and system programming.
1.3 Problem Statements

The system designed is prototype to automation machine. There are several reasons to need this machine as a solution for agriculture industrial problems. Nowadays, usage of human power especially in agriculture sector is critically and widely use. One of these project objectives is replacing man power with machine. Usually a lot of human error happened during sorting fruit process. Therefore this project is built to minimize or overcome those errors. Usually peoples can work around 7-8 hours per day. Basically more than the period, they will loose their focus and to concentrate on the job becoming difficult. Automation systems chose to overcome thus problem and moreover the designed system will produce efficient and high productive system. Usually in industry, designed machines are in big size therefore it is not portable. That’s why in this system, it is designed in smaller size.

1.4 Project Objectives

The main objective of this project is to design and develop a portable Dragon fruit grade sorter. The objectives also can be dividing into two parts:

**Hardware Development**

1) To study the characteristic of sensors appropriate to perform the task.
2) To develop the conveyor system.
3) To design actuator system includes of electric motor and electro-pneumatic system.
4) To examine and troubleshoot hardware system.

**Software Development**

1) To design and develop the system controller programming (PLC).
2) Test the controller programming for a controlled environment.
1.5 **Project Scope**

Generally, all the projects have their own scope or limitation as a guideline. The scopes for this project are:

1) Conducting some research on sensor characteristics that can fulfill a task on grading Dragon fruits. Sensor which is accurate, low cost and suitable will be considered.

2) Design the conveyor structure. The conveyor must be able to withstand the dragon fruits’ weight.

3) Study and research for suitable electric motor which can roll the conveyor at the desired speed.

4) Design and develop the system controller programming by using PLC (KEYENCE). Build the ladder logic diagram by using Ladder Builder for KV software.

5) Test the ladder logic program (simulation) in order to prevent faulty operation and to make sure the system operates according to the program designed.

6) Interface PLC with components of the system, sensors and motors.

7) Test and troubleshoot the system (PLC with hardware).
CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter base on reviewing and explaining on the past projects that have been done in industry. It is including the review on the product used in market. Besides, this chapter will also briefly talk about the theory of the equipment and components.

2.1 First Review: Precision Weight Sizing

The Compac sorting machines use an electronic weighing system for the fruit grading system. The Compac sorting machines feature four individual weigh points. This is very important to compensate for fruit shape or position. Therefore, the different of the fruit’s shape such as pears, avocados, kiwi fruit, dragon fruit and etc. is not a problem. There are two load cells per lane used. It will gather weight information from each weigh point and process approximately 250 readings in less than 1/10th of a second for each fruit. This system is specifically designed for accurate high speed weighing of produce from 25 to 2000 grams fruit per hour. The fruit carriers and load cell runners are designed so that each carrier is being measured for over 95% of the weigh cycle, giving maximum time for precision weighing even at high speeds of 10 to 15 fruit per second per lane. The weight of every single empty carrier is recorded and updated every time. This will compensates for changes through the packing day and effectively calibrating itself automatically.
2.2 Second Review: Single Lane Sorters (SLS)

Compac SLS (Single Lane Sorters) have the unique ability to pack off both sides to save valuable floor space. With capacities from 1 to 5 kg per hour, SLS solutions are ideal for smaller packers or to add flexibility to larger facilities. SLS is options to suit budget, capacity and fruit requirements. It will pack off both sides to maximize flexibility with minimal floor space required. To increase the performance of fruit sorting efficiency, minimum transfer distances used for the best possible fruit handling. This machine coming in modular design, so that will make it suit for many workspace. To make sure it can withstand the load, high quality stainless steel is used and at the finishing part, powder coat is used to protect the fruit. Compac SLS have been used in many ways; it can be use as a main grader. Besides, it is also can be installing with multiple machines for larger facilities to improve flexibility,
packaging logistics and labor efficiencies. The function of this machine is not limits to the fruit sorting job only, but it is also can be use as a specialty line to handle small batches or different packaging such as bags, and plastic case.

Figure 2.3: Single Lane Sorters [10]

2.3 Third Review: Dual Lane Sorter (DLS)

Compac DLS (Dual Lane Sorters) are based on the Compac SLS design but it is coming with 2 lanes. This unique design delivers fruit on the right lane to the packing systems on the right and the fruit on the left lane to the packing systems on the left. The Compac DLS can be a more economical solution. This machine performance is able to reach of capacity from 2 to 10 kg per hour. Compac DLS solutions are ideal for the following packing requirements:

- Qualities or grades of fruit required can be packed on one machine (such as first and second grade fruit).
- When the machine operates in multiple packing processes, it will only require limited length of floor space.

2.4 Fourth Review: Lele Group Grader For Fruit

The machine offer a wide array of grader machines that helps in grading fruits. These grades use electric power of 5 HP and are available in set dimensions of 4300x830x1000. It has electronic load cell that are fed to PLC. PLC records and registers the weight of each fruit and on the basis of their weight decides grades for
fruits. The desired grade opens the gate for fruit to drop. These are available at industry leading prices.

![Fruit Grader Machine](image)

Figure 2.4: Fruit Grader Machine [10]

The wide range of size fruit grader comprises of horizontal flat area table. Its downward slopes help in sizing and sorting of fruits. The whole system is mounted on M.S. Tube and covered by powder coated CRCA sheets. It has a diverging conveyor system that carries fruits and sorts them appropriately in baskets as per size. The product grade has a capacity of producing 6000 per hour.

The improved system helps in classifying and sorting vegetables and fruits in accordance to their weight as well as electro optical parameter. The conveyor has two bicones that are joined by a frame and its set is embedded in a transporting chain. These bicones then turn due to friction against a motor belt with moderate speed.

2.5 Conclusion

After going through the reviewing job on the existing machine, a lot of benefit and information are gains. The lacks of the system from the previous sorting machine must be overcome, in order to do that; the designed of the Dragon Fruit Sorter Machine must be modified with considering the idea from the all three
systems that had been reviewed and researched before. The main element of this project is to integrate the hardware with the controller PLC.

2.6 Equipment Theory

2.6.1 Programmable Logic Control (PLC)

A programmable logic controller is a computer design for used in machines. Unlike computer, it has been design to operate in the industrial environment and is equipped with special input/output and control programming language. The common abbreviation used in the industry for the devices, PC, can be confusing because it also the abbreviation for personal computer. Therefore some manufacturers refer to their programmable controller as PLC, which is an abbreviation for programmable logic controller.

Initially the PLC was used to replace relay logic, but its ever-increasing range of functions means that it is found in many and more complex application. As the structure of the PLC is based on the same principles as those employed in the computer architecture, it is capable of performing not only relay switching tasks, but also other application such as counting, calculating, comparing and processing of the analog signal.

Programmable controller offer several advantages over a conventional relay type of control. Relays have to be hard-wired to perform a specific function. When the system requirements change, the relay wiring has to be changed or modified, which requires time. In extreme case, such as in automaton industry, complete control panels had to be replaced since it is not economically feasible to rewire the old panels with each model changeover. The programmable controller has eliminated much of hand wiring associated with conventional relay control circuits. It is small and in expensive compared to equivalent relay-based process control systems. Programmable controller also offers solid-state reliability, lower power consumption and ease of expandability. If an application has more than a half dozen relays, it is
probably will be less expensive to install a PLC-Simulating a hundred relay, timers and counters is not a problem even on small PLCs.

The advantage of PLC:
- Smaller physical size than hardwire solutions.
- Easier and faster to make programming changes.
- PLC has integrated with diagnostics and override functions.
- Diagnostics are centrally available.
- Application can be immediately documented.
- Applications can be duplicated faster and less expensively.

![Plc Block Diagram](image)

Figure2.5: PLC Block diagram

2.6.1.1 Parts of PLC

- **Digital Input Modules**

Digital modules are also called as discrete modules because it is either ON or OFF. The inputs are attached to devices such as switches or digital sensors. Input modules usually have fuses for module protection. It is typically have light-emitting diode (LED) for monitoring the inputs [5]. Most modules have plug-on wiring terminal strips where all wiring is connected there. Input modules usually need to be supplied by power. The power must supply to a common terminal on the module,